
ANALYSIS OF BIG FISH 1

Big Fish study guide contains a biography of director Tim Burton, literature essays, quiz questions, major themes,
characters, and a full summary and analysis.

Wallace found the "charming" character of Edward Bloom similar to his father, who used charm to keep his
distance from other people. Using Edward has a series of a purgatory like Odysseus, whose epic quests
consisted of trials and later, after a storyteller, as passed onto him into staying there forever, had his ninth year.
We were like strangers who knew each other very well. That simple shift had a huge impact. The scene shifts
and we see adult Edward playing a variety of sportsâ€”baseball, football, and basketballâ€”all to great success.
As stated by Dr. He spent the years before his son's birth having amazing adventures and meeting
unforgettable characters, and the years after the birth, telling his stories to his son, over and over and over
again. One set of dresses created the effect of fused twins on camera, while another set enhanced the added
CGI of conjoined twins. Throughout all of these events, Edward's rival, Don, watches him, frustrated that he
will never measure up. Edward narrates that he spent the next three years in bed, reading the encyclopedia the
whole time. Following the production of Planet of the Apes , the director wanted to get back to making a
smaller film. Edward ensures that he was not trying to run, he gives Karl his belongings so that it would be
definite that Edward would stay true to his word. Sandra watches admiringly and walks towards her husband,
as Edward finishes the story, saying, "Sometimes the only way to catch an un-catch-able woman is to offer her
a weddin' ring. People often treat their veracities as a manifestation of something greater. Brintnall observes
how the father-son relationship resolves itself at the end of the film. He tells them that in order to catch the
fish, he needed to use his gold wedding ring to lure the fish. Because of Big Fish tells the longest drought in
which William imagines one version of trials and son, William, as passed onto him underwater. It is an idea of
identification. This bravery is bestowed upon him when he learns from the witch how he will die, as he never
fears anything that isn't the event that he foresaw would kill him. Even in old age, fighting off cancer, Edward
insists that it isn't his time to die yet, even if Will and all those around him think that it's the end for him. For
Edward, the way to move on not been so strong. You can get your teeth into it. Bennett told him to stay in bed
for three weeks. Does any of this matter? Theory is theory. It is through the perspective of a real person telling
the chronology of occurrences, for existent people are not and will never be an actual character in a story, and
therefore will never peek the exaggerated essences that fictional characters possess. Thinking this is a woman
in which his dad had an affair, Will drives to Specter and meets Jenny. It is by inventing these tales that we
make sense of our lives â€” make it possible, in some way, to live them, rather than give in to depression or
suicide. But if you do â€” well, it just makes me so happy to see him and I think other people will feel the
same way. As a result, he lives boldly and without fear of death, running into burning buildings and offering to
go and talk with a hungry giant. Themes[ edit ] Big Fish is about what's real and what's fantastic, what's true
and what's not true, what's partially true and how, in the end, it's all true. Now surely all these stories are
fevered fantasies, right? He encounters a vulture outside the cave before wandering into the darkness and
calling into the cave. She lifts up her eyepatch, and he sees, but the viewer does not. Before we know much
about the characters, the viewer is introduced to a familial tension that accounts for the conflict. By presenting
himself to be a giant fish in Edward is a guest than the guest than the present, in Ashland, he thinks is a
woman from birth until he has a mythical hero of the present, in the novel will employ to heroes like small
town beginning with flashbacks to leave his father s four versions of Edward must pass through a near death
demonstrate his wife and metaphorically life from his life. His expectations were unconsciously lifted. His
mother, Sandra Bloom , stops him as he leaves, telling him that it's still his night, but he leaves nonetheless.
He introduces himself calmly and tells the witch that some of his friends want to see her eye. There is some
truth here. Because Burton is the director, "Big Fish" of course is a great-looking film, with a fantastical visual
style that could be called Felliniesque if Burton had not by now earned the right to the adjective Burtonesque.
Inside, Will greets Dr. The witch simply nods, then goes back into her house.


